The bc ccept and design of an adaptive observer for tool wear estimation in turning, based on force meaurement, has been presented in a previnou paper (Part I). This paper shows that numerical problems in the estimation of the states of tool wear precludes the use of this method inmlti-wear cases-where both flak wear and crater wear ae present. 
INTRODUCTION
In Part I an adaptive observer has been proposed for online tool wear estimation. The desi of this this adative observe relies on a dynamic state model of tool wear developed for this ppose. In this model, which is formed using the existing analytical and/or emprical relationships available in the literature, the state variables rerest abrasive flank wear, diffusive flank wea, and crater wear. The input is the feed, and the output is the cutting force.
Before the adaptive observer is designed, the model's sutability-for parameter and state estimation is evaluated. For this evaluation the model's generil behavior is studied by simlation. The simultion results show good agreement with typical results published in the manufacturing literature [1] .
Since the linear model is to be used as the basis for parameter and state estimation, its stabilty, controllability, and observability conditions are also analysed. In order to analyze these conditions, the model, which is highly nonlinear, is linearized in several regions of its trajectory. The linear model is found to be unstable, as expected, due to the increag nature of the wear process. It is also controllable with the input (feed), and observable with the output (cutting force).
Next, the adaptive obserer is degned and tuned for the nonlinear model, and shows very good performance when resuIts are compared with the actual values from the noninear simulton.
in this paper the development of the adaptive observer for tool wear estimation is continued with the reconstruction of the wear components from the observed states. It is shown in the paper that this reconstruction requires the periodic measurement of tool wear. Therefore, a certain amount of off-line testing may be required for this purpose. However, before the implementation of the adaptive observer and the collection of experimental results, the feasibility of the reconstruction proces should be invest4gted. For (2) mation magtrx to be much more imvolved algebraicaly, such that, the transformation matrix cannot be obtaind by the off-line estimation of a single parameter (as was the cae in the example).
Of course, in practiee, the tranormation between the wear components and the observed states does not necessarily have to be defined through a trormation matrix. Such a transformation can be defined as i= =lo) (10) where a is the wear component, u represents the input, y is the output, a',Ib, c', and d, the model coefficients, all depend on the process variables such as the cutting conditions and the tool-workpiece combination. In order to make the above model nitable for digital computation, the above continuoustime liar model is tranformed into disrete-time form by using a sero-order hold and a constant s ing od The discrete-time form of the above model hs the form (4) in order to design the adaptive obsever the above model is trasomdinto observer form, (2)). Since the original linear model, as discussed earlier, is not known (the cutting process is treated as a "black box"), the parameter c is not known. This mean that the transformation matrt T' is not available, and the estimated state is not reconstructible.
However, the parameter c', which represents the effect of wear on the output, can be estimated by off-line testing.
This implies that the reconstruction of the wear component from the estiated state is possible through a trasformation component which in this simple case can be obtained by the off-line estimation of a single parameter.
The reconstruction of the wear components from the observed states in the case of higher order models, however, depends on a transformation matrix which is much more difficult to obtain than the scalar transformation parameter in the above example. In cases where different types of tool wear are present, the order of the model representing the wear process increases (e.g., the order is three for the model presented in Part I). This higher order of the model causes the transforwhere to are the estimated states from the adaptive observer.
In order to deterinef (to), real values of tool wear, x, will be detemined in different intervals during the cut (by off-line measurement), and are related to the obseved states (from the adaptive observer) by regresso analysis. Of course, the form of the relationship f(so) and the regression technique should be selected carefully. Once f(to) has been determined Eq. (10) can be used to reconstruct the wear components.
Before a regression based method as described above is utilized, however, the accuracy of the reconstruction process should be investigated. For this purpose, an exact transformation matrix, obtained from the nonlinear model (see Appendix A for the computation method used), is used to reconstruct the wear components.
In order to check the accuracy of the traforation process, the relationship x = Txo (11) was used to trausform the obsved states in Part I into the states of the oiginal form of the model These resuts are shown in Table 1 , and indicate that the reconstructed states are not relable even with the exact transformtion matrix T. In fact, the mean and standard deviation of these results (also shown in Table 1 ) indicate that the reconstructed states are far from being acceptable Every component of the adaptive observer -the parameter estimator, and state observer -were shown to provide accurate results (the errm im the observed states are less than +/-5% (see Part I) and expectiIng a higher accuracy in the estimated states is not realistic). The error involved in reconstructing the wear components is particularly due to the miagnitudes of the states in the original form (the wear components are numerically very small). The effect of this constraint is particularly noticeable in the errors associated withi2 and i3 which require much higher accuracy (see Table 1 ).
The results in Table 1 and the preceeding analysis prove that the reconstruction of the wear components from the observed states in the third order model presented in Part I, although theoretically possible, is not practical. However, in cases where only one type of wear is present (as in the Example above), the reconstruction of the wear components relies on only one transformation component and numerical sensitivity is not an issue. It was decided to experimentally evaluate the adaptive observer for such caes, since they are of practical interest.
Fromthe simulationresultsin Part I the parameters of the nonlinear model change drastically when significant amounts of wear develop. This cnge in parameters has also been reported in [2, 31 where tool failure is detected by observing sudden changes in the parameters. It was decded to also investigate the feasibility of tool failure detection through the parameter estimtes. [4] . In order to determine the frequency of the noise, the frequency spectra of the signal was analyzed usin a spectrum analyser. Figure 4 shows the frequency spectrum ofthe radial cutting force in cut# 1 3. Use of multi-input multi-output models. The design of the adaptive obsver is based on a single-input singleoutput (SISO) modeL The use of a SISO model, however, was primarily for simplicity. Therefore, the method can be designed based on a multi-input multi-output (MMO) model. In such a MEMO model feed and cutting speed can be considered as the inputs and cutting force and temperature can be used as the outputs. In fact, whenever practical, the use of temperature as the output variable or one of the output variables may make the model more useful, and possibly resolve the short coming of the method in the multi-wear cases.
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